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Progress in inorganic photochemistry has been exceedingly
rapid in the last decade and shows no sign of abating ( I ) . To
a considerable degree current developments have been made
possible by the availability of a clear conceptual, theoretical
framework that promotes a coherent organization of the
available experimental information and supplies qualitative
models for predicting both the ground and excited state
structures of numerous materials. In this article the simplest
schemes available for cataloging the ground and excited states
of traditional coordination complexes are developed in a
nonmathematical way. Particular emphasis is placed on the
tvoes of experimental information acanired for complexes and
tively showidg how data are used progressi;ely to arrive a t
realistic electronic schemes. The constructed models are
substances.
Structure and Bonding

orm mat ion of Complexes
Generation of a complex via chemical reaction can only
occur if the reactant concentrations are in the range to produce
a negative free energy of formation and the kinetic bartiers
for complex formation are low enough relative to temperature
to allow a reasonable rate of reaction. Once isolated the complex may he kinetically inert and solutions can be studied for
long periods of time a t ambient temperatures without noticeable decomposition. Common examples are the complex
[ R ~ ( b p y ) ~ ] and
"
a host of similar, photochemically and
spectroscopically interesting materials containing CoZ'+,RhT'+,
F e w , Os2+,and various hidentate heterocyclic ligands in the
inner coordination sphere (pyridine; IJO-phenanthroline,
etc.). The existence of these thermally stable materials in fluid
soltltion opens up a rich field of photochemistry since, after
the absorption of light, these substances can react or particinate in enerev
-. transfer or reach excited states where they
rapidly equilibrate and become new species with sets of
thermodvnamic ~ r o ~ e r t i eentirelv
s
different from those
characteiistic of h e ;round state (2).
Bonding
What holds a complex together? Although oversimplified,
one can view the bonding as an electrostatic attraction between a charged centtal metal ion and a set of negatively
charged ions or the negative ends of the dipoles of coordinated
neutral h a n d s such as water or uvridine or the sets of nitrogen
nonhonzng electrons on bidedtkte ligands. In this view the
stahilitv of a c o m ~ l e xis a conseouence of nurelv
. " electrostatic
forces. If the central ion is a transit~onmetal ion with an open
d shell, then these excess d electrons contribute nothing to
the bonding. Indeed, they shield the central nucleus and reduce its effective charge. Thus, thesevery electrons that are
of enormous interest to spectroscopists and photochemists
actually destabllze the complexes thermodynamically. The
situation is depicted in Figure 1 where the approach of the

negative ligands repels electrons residing in d-orhitals and
raises their enereies both with respect to those residing on the
ligands and also-those remaininion the central core:
Although the detailed geometry of any complex must ultimately be determined by physical methods, one can rely on
chemical intuition and stoichiometry to provide information
about the gross geometrical features of a given complex. An
enormous number of coordination complexes can be assumed
to he octahedral or, a t least, to possessnear octahedral symmetry about the central coordinated metal ion. We therefore
focus our attention on octahedral or pseudooctahedral systems. One often speaks of octahedral microsymmetry, a term
that refers to the set of atoms directly coordinated to the
central ion. The secondary ligand structure is ignored.
Of paramount importance, however, is the fact that not all
d-electrons are destahilized equally by the ligand cage. Those
electrons residing in d-orbitals that point toward the ligands
(e, set) are repelled more by the negative ligands than those
residing in the d-orbitals that are directed between the ligands
(tzr set). The difference in destabilization energy leads to the
splitting of the d-orbital energies and is indicated hy A" in
Figure 2.
The magnitude of A" is determined by several factors: the
radius of the metal ion, the charge on the central ion, and the
chemical natures of the ligands. For a given central metal ion
with a specified ionic charge, the magnitude of Al, can range
widely. From compilations of positions and spectral hand
shifts determined for complexes such as [Co(lII)(NH:,)5X]"+,
the common ligands have been arranged in order of their
strengths, that is, their effect on Ao. This is called the spectrochemical series, and a representative series is reproduced
helow:
I-

<B

r

< C1- < OH- < C 2 0 : < H20 < pyridine

< ethylmediamine < bipyridine < CNOne can see immediately that the electrostat~cmodel fails
since bipyridine, a neutralligand, 1s associated with a much
larger value of Ao than C&, a dinegative ion. Covalence is

I..

Figure 1. Perturbation of d-orbital energies during formation of an octahedral
complex. As the negatively charged ligands move inward toward the central
metal ion in a concerted way, the five degenerate d-orbitals are raised in energy
and also split into two sets (h, and e,). Metal d-orbitals are not shown at left.
For a complete set of orbital pictures one should consult a modern inorganic
textbook.
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invoked to explain such deviations from our expectations on
the basis of a purely electrostatic model.
What happens to the ligand electrons as a complex forms?
Since most ligand electrons are located in ligand bonding ort,ltnl- rar 118,111111e I . L - I11~1I1~1 ~ 1 3itm. I I I ~ V .ire rrli~tlwl!.un
L.S1.l~p11(~116
I<,f h i >
.iritc~nltry c L m p l t si;amatitm.'I'hv 1,r11913r\
wnt.r.ilkiriuli
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~ ~ thv
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that are directed toward the positively charged metal ion in
the comnlex (such as the nitronen nonhonding.electrons in
pyridine). These are substantially lowered in energy because
of the attraction of the central charne. Consequently, except
for the orbitals directed toward thk metal i k , one usually
assumes that the hondine and antihonding orbitals of the li&mil>m:ii~min1hv1r rc43tive posi~itmsi l l the 8 tm~plvx.'l'hrri.
I. ilrnl t.rprrimr n l d t.videll(.~
l t l p t i t ) . fhi. . ~ n r ~ m ~ p llvidt.
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infra).
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Electrons in Complexes: A Composite Orbital Model
Althoueh
the- electronic structure of a complex must be
"
treated ultimately as a single entity, it is convenient to divide
the electrons into two separate sets, one localized on the metal
ion and a second set located on the ligand system. After considering the details of each set of electrons separately, one can
combine the two conceptually and arrive a t a satisfying electronic model for the complex. New features (charge-transfer
transitions), not present in the constituent parts, arise in this
composite model in an obvious way.
Metal Orbitals and Configurations

successive elect& to these orbitals. The fundamental rule
is that electrons will arrange themselves in the lowest energy
configuration that does not violate the Pauli Principle.
Addition of one electron to anv one of the degenerate tz,
orbitals in Figure 1will produce system with <he same enerev.
"" A well-known examde is the ITi(H20)6I3+ion that has
only one d-electron. ~ h k an second electron is added, one
obtains a (t9,)2
-*. confieuration. An example is IV(Hz0)6I2+.
There are several ways to ohtain this configuration, however,
since the two electrons can he accommodated either in different orbitals with parallel or anti-parallel spins or in the
same t?, orhital with oaired spins. Detailed theory predicts,
and experiment verifiks, that the lowest energy arrangement
is one in which the two electrons occupy different orbitals with
parallel spins. The other situations-lead to states of higher
energy. Addition of a third d-electron produces the (t2g)3
configuration, the case specifically portrayed in Figure 2. The
nrototvoes
are chromium(II1) complexes. Many states can
. .
;ir~>v
tr<.nit h c~enli:ur.~~~.m
~
bur the lo\rt st energy <meprt~ves
to he that onr i n n hi, 11 t n t h eIev~r<m
c~ccul)iea.I d~tterenrorbital of the set and all spins are parallel. Pairing two of the

a

-

spins produces states of higher energy. This average "pairing
energy" (P)is due to the increased electrostatic interaction
that is present between the electrons in a spin-paired state
versus the spin-parallel state.
It is clear from Figure 2 that excitation of a (tzJ3 electron
system can occur in two fundamentally different ways; an
e,)
electron can he promoted to the empty e, orhital (tz,
and its spin either paired with another electron or left unpaired. This orbital promotional mode of excitation obviously
&alves A,, and thus the energy required is a sensitive function of those parameters in the complex that determine Ao.
The
mode
of excitation involves no orhital nromotional
- - -second
- ~ - ~
~
energy at all; the excited electron remains in the t2, orhital hut
its spin is reversed. Pairing energy must be added; however,
An is not involved in this excitation process and thus the resultant excited states that arise from such an electron redistribution are virtually independent of the nature of the ligand
system. The famous 2E, state of the Cr" ion is just such an
excited state.
For a complex with four d-electrons on the central metal
ion, an additional option arises even for the ground state. The
atom may attain its lowest energy state by assuming a (t2,I4
configuration. Two electrons must pair, however, to satisfy
the Pauli Principle. Thus, some pairing energy is involved. If,
however, An is sufficiently small in the complex, then the
central ion mav assume a lower enernv
one of
-. hv
. promoting
.
the electrons to the e, orhital where it can then assime the
same snin direction as the other three and still satisfv the Pauli
+

~~

system by allowing all the electrons to remain unpaired. Since
the system in the ground state always assumes the lowest
energy configuration that still satisfies the Pauli Principle,
we see that the ratio of the value of Ao to the average pairing
energy ( P ) is critical. If Ao > P, then the ground state configuration will he (t2,)4 and only two spins will remain unpaired. If Ao < P, then the ground configuration will he
(t%)$(e,)l with four unpaired spins. Since Ao is determined
by the nature of the metal ion and its ligands, hoth types of
ground configurations occur in nature. The former are labelled
low spin (high crystal field) systems, whereas the latter are
referred to as high spin (low crystal field) systems. For complexes where, fortuitously, Ao P , then an equilibrium between the two different types of ground states may occur.
For systems with five d-electrons thesame high-spinllowspin option ohtains. Complexes with strong ligands (large
value of Ao) will normally assume a (t2,)5 configuration with
only a single unpaired electron. Complexes with weak ligands
will normally assume a (t2,)3(e8)2 configuration with all spins
parallel. The former are mildly paramagnetic, whereas the
latter are highly paramagnetic, since they possess five unpaired spins.
A complex with six d-electrons can be viewed conveniently
as the result of adding one more electron to a d5 core. If the
d5 core is alreadv strone field.. (i9,)5.
-. . then addition of the sixth
electron will produce the (t2,)6 configuration, a unique diamagnetic
state with all soins
. .oaired. If Ao.< P.. then the d6 case
u
can he viewed as the addition of one more electron to a
(tu)3(e,)2 ion. In this case, since the added electron must pair
its spin with one of those already there and pairing energy is
reauired. then the lowest enernv
-.state will he achieved by ass u k n g (tzg)4(e,)2 configuration. The (t~)3(e,)Qonfiguration would he hieher in enernv.
... since i t would involve hoth
pairing vnt.r;) plus the II
6 . I promt~t~m:il
enerx?.
i, 3 ~ 1 1 n i 1iurl 1 1 1 yru1111d
.r;~tt.ur.I 11\\'hat imi~;.unrt:~m
"
-~
complex also depends on the relative magnitudes of A0 and
P. as one can discern from the diagram.
For a d8 system,
.
however, the ground configuration is (t2,)6(eg)2.I t is unique
with onlv two unoaired electrons in the t?, set. Any other arrangement invoives adding promotionaienergy (an). A d9
octahedral complex will also assume a unique ( t ~ ~ ) ~ ( e , ) ~

-

~

~~

~

a

Figure 2. Ground configurationof a d 3 ion in an octahedral field
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configuration for the ground state and must possess one unt aired electron. Adding a tenth d-electron closes out thee,
set and produces a closed (t2,)Ye,)4 configuration with all
spins paired. For such an ion no d-d transitions are possible,
since no holes in the d orhitals exist. These ten d-electrons
profoundly affect the bonding in some compounds, but they
give rise to no so-called ligand field transitions, the ones that
usually lend color to simple transition metal ions in solution.
Complexes of the closed shell Zn2+ ion, for instance, are usually colorless.
Ligand Orbitals and Configurations

Since the low-lying electronic states of complexes are the
ones controlling, to a large extent, the photochemistry of inorganic systems, we focus our attention on the valence electrons of the ligands, since their excitation energies can be
comparahle to those of the metal electrons discussed above.
For many complexes the corresponding free ligands possess
nonhonding electrons that are easily excited. The pyridine
molecule, a common ligand, possesses a nonhonding electron
pair (n2) on the N atom that can he promoted into antibonding orbitals (n') on the aromatic ring. The first n n * transition lies at fairly low energy; in fact, for pyridine, excitation
of a nonhonding electron into the ring is the lowest energy
n * transition
transition possible, followed closely by a n
that is characteristic of the aromatic ring (Fig. 3). When pyridine coordinates with a metal ion. however. the n-electrons
on the nitrogen atom form a o-bond with the ion. This lowers
the enerev
-.of the n-electrons such that thev can no loneer
- be
excited by low energy light. T h e n n* transitions on the ring
are not greatly affected by complexation, however, and usually
lie in the same energy region in the complex as they did in the
free ligand (Fig. 3). This appears to he a sound generalization:
n* transitions of coordinated moieties are not shifted
n
n* transitions are
ereatlv uoon comolexation, whereas n
;sualfy shifted substantially to higher energies. (This staten * transitions that arise from n
ment does not hold for n
electrons that do not form o-bonds with the metal in the
complex.)
Since we are concerned here primarily with complexes
possessing at least one n-conjugated ligand in the coordination
sphere, we assume that a set of n-bonding orbitals on the ligand(s) constitutes the highest filled set and that thelowest
antihonding orbitals on the ligand comprise an unfilled n* set.
The arrangement is depicted in Figure 3.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Configurations and States in Complexes

We are now ready to discuss the possible types of excited
configurations and states that can arise in a transition metal
complex. Conceptually, one combines the metal orhital diagram with the ligand orbital diagram to arrive at a composite
model for the entire system (Fig. 4). Since the relative disposition of the two sets of orbitals can vary and, indeed, is determined by the very nature of a specific complex, several
different possibilities for orhital arrangements arise. We will
restrict our discussion to examples of intense photochemical
interest.
ds Complexes (@+)
The ground configuration of octahedral Cr3+complexes is
invariably ( t ~ ) as
3 discussed above. The three electrons are
orbitals and all soins are parallel.
each located in one of the t".
-n
The result is a 4Azpground state. [M = 2S + i = 2(3/2) 1 =
4.1 The lowest excited state is usually 2Eg,a state that arises
from the same (tzg)3 configuration, but with two electrons
paired. Excitation to the 2E, state requires the addition of
knergy due to pairing hut do& not involve Ao. Thus, the ~ A Q
2E, transition, located at -700 nm, maintains its inteeritv
. .
and approximate position in many complexes. Fortuitously,
for many complexes the value of Ao is of such magnitude that
) l promotion leading to the 4Ta
the ( t ~ ) 3 ( t ~ ) z ( e ~orhital
~~~~

ligdnd
free

ligand
coordinated

Figure 3. Schematic representation of orbitals of a N-heterocyclic ligand.
Nonbonding (n)electrons in the free ligand are lowered in energy with respect
to the a-system when coordination occurs.

-

state requires about the same amount of energy as the 4A2g
2E, transition. Thus, the 4T2g and 2E, excited states lie
close in energy in many Cr" complexes. Since the energy of
the 4Tz, level involves Ao, and that of the 2E, level does not,
then one can modify the energy gap between these states hy
changing Ao, i.e., by switching ligands. This felicitous situation
opens the door to many interesting photochemical and spectroscopic studies on a wide variety of chromium(II1) complexes.
In Figure 2 the highest filled n ligand orbital is placed lower
than the metal t2, orhitals and the lowest n* unfilled ligand
orhital is olaced hieher than the e, metal orhitals. This arrangement is demanded hy the experiments for most Cr3+
comulexes. The lowest enerw transitions are definitelv metal
locaiized and one is forcedto adopt a scheme where"ligand
n-bonding and n*-antihonding orbitals are not involved in
these transitions.

-

d6 Complexes

Of intense ~hotochemicaland soectroscooic interest are the
complexes ofRh(111), Co(III), R&), andother d6 systems.
The interest stems from the fact that a varietv of these complexes can he designed to possess radically diiferent types of
excited states lowest in energy and accessible with visible and
near-UV radiation. We assume the strong field (tz,)Qgrund
state configuration, the common one, for complexes of the
second and third transition series.

+

~~

-

-

-

Figue 4 Scnrmatlc ruprehuntation of oro tal d spontions for strunp-field ,ndlc
complexes Caw A ntrir lgoncl r
7' trani tons luwen. Caw B gim f e a
(d
d) transitions lowest; Case C: charge transfer ( d
T ' ) transitions
lowest.
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Case A: n n * Excited Confi~urationLowest.One can svnthesize d6 complexes with t h i orhital disposition shown in
Fieure 4 (Case A). Here we have placed the filled tps orbitals
be'iou filled orhitals of the ligands and thee, m e t 2 orhitals
above the n* set. Why? Spectroscopic studies on [Rh(hpy)3I3+,
[Rh(phe~~)~]"+,
and other analogous complexes show clearly
that the lowest excited level is derived from a n n * configuration (3).The metal orbitals play a negligible role in the excitation process. Since the lowest energy transitions are essentially ligand localized, then any chemical process occurring
subsequent to excitation would he suspected to be ligand
photochemistry.
Case R: dd Excited Configuration Lowest. If one records
the absorption and emission spectra of the [Co(CN)e]3- ion,
the nature of the bands observed leads one to conclude that
the lowest excited states of this complex ion are associated
(t2,)5(e,)' orhital promotion. When light is
with (t2,)6
absorbed. the action occurs on the Co"+ ion. The appropriate
.. .
orhital diagram (Case B) in Figure 4 can be assumed. Notice
that the t?, orbitals are filled in the ground state (the strong
field case)and that the lowest empty orbital is oC e i character.
ICo(CN)cl" is a diamaenetic ion. im~licatinea (t9-P closed
shell withall spins paired in the Gound statey~heelectronic
soectrum. measured in the near UV. dictates that the e, oriitals lie inder the empty ligand &set.
Excitation of ICo(CN)d"- in anv of the low-lvine states

-

O ~with
] ~ - highquantum effiproduces the [ C ~ ( C N ) ~ ( H ~ion
ciency. Substitutional photochemistry is the usual photoe, orbital
chemical process expected to occur upon t%
promotion.
Case C: d n * Excited Configuration Lowest. Bipyridine is
a colorless molecule. Absorption spectra clearly show that the
a*
lowest energy prominent transitions are related to n
electron promotions. When one adds a colorless rutheninm(I1)
aqueous solution to a clear hipyridine solution, however, a
deep red color appears due to the formation of ruthenium(I1)
bip&dine cornpiexes culminating in the formation of the
[Ru(hpy):#+ ion. Spectral measurements reveal that an entirely new set of electronic transitions has appeared. They are
certainlv not metal-centered, and they cannot he lieandlocalized. From extensive spectral studies it has been determined that these intense visible transitions are charge transfer
(CT) in nature (4). Absorption of a photon promotes an
electron from a t2# orbital on the Ru(I1) ion to an antihonding
n* orbital on the hipyridine system. The inferred orbital diagram appropriate to this complex is shown in Figure 4 (Case
C). Notice that the first antibonding orhital is aligand n * and
the highest filled orbital is a metal t%. A (tz9)6 ( t ~ # ) ~ ( n * ) l
n*) is the least energetic transition pospromotion (d
sible.
In a C T excited configuration one visualizes the complex
as possessing a hole in the t2# orbital set with the excited
electron residing on the ligand system. In the excited state the
complex is a new chemical species with several channels of
reactivitv onen to it. It can transfer its excitation enerev
-.to
another hdlecule; it can undergo reduction by adding an
electron to fill the hole or react as a reductant hv transferring

-

-

-

-

..

molecules displaying transitions of this type to problems of
solar enerw storaee are fields of intense current activitv hv

.

sorption hands are weak and have been assigned to a (t&j6(t%!5(eg)' orbital promotion (6). The orhital level scheme
deplcted in Case B is appropriate. Water possesses filled
bonding and unfilled antibonding orhitals, but they are not
794
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involved in the lowest energy transitions. The latter are metal
localized.
Assigning Configurations and States to Inorganic
Complexes
The previous discussion, supported by massive experimental data, implies that the reactivity modes of excited
complexes are fundamentally related to the type of state
reached after light absorption. Thus, the elucidation of the
nature of the first few excited states of complexes hecomes an
obvious goal of inorganic spectroscopists. The primary tools
for accompbshing this task are absorption and emission
spectroscopy for excited states and magnetic measurements
for ground states.
Ground States
As discussed above, the ground state of an octahedral
complex is unique for d l , d'" and d%ystems. (Magnetic
measurements (spin resonance and magnetic susceptibilities)
clearly reveal one, two, and three unpaired electrons, respectively.) The same statement holds for octahedral d8, d9, and
dl0 complexes. Magnetic measurements clearly reveal, respectively, two, one, and zero unpaired electrons in the ground
state. For d4, d5, dG,and d 7 complexes the magnetic criterion
distinguishes between weak field and strong field. Indeed, we
have assumed in the discussion on Confieurations and States
in Complexes that the d6 complexes discussed are strong field.
Were they not diamagnetic materials (no unpaired spins), as
revealed by their susceptihilities, we would he forced to adopt
the weak field model.
Excited States
For determining the configurations and multiplicities of
excited states, magnetic measurements are virtually impossible. The states cannot usually he populated thermallyand
do not last long enough when reached opticallv to be amenable
to magnetic siudies.'~hus,to assign excitedstate configurations and multiplicities, we appeal to spectroscopy, both absorption and emission.
Absorption Spectroscopy. Numerous texts and monographs describe the characteristics of absorption hands that
are associated with d d transitions, those that are localized
on the central metal ion. The bands are usually observed in
fluid solution, are devoid of structure, and range in intensity
from extremely weak [molar extinction coefficient ( e ) equal
to
to medium strength ( r lo3). Measuring the ahsorption spectra a t low temperature (glass) improves the
resolution only slightly. The very weak d d transitions are
forbidden due to changes in spin multiplicity that occur during
the transition. An example is the 4Ay. 2Eg [(t2g)3 (t%)3]
band of Cr3+ complexes that was discussed above. The "A2,
"Tz, [(tzRI3 (t2g)2(eg)1]band is still classified as d d
hut is much more intense than the 4A% 2Eptransition since
no multiplicity change occurs. Arguments of this type have
been used extensivelv to identifv and assien the multiolicities
of the excited states of an enormous numb& of complekes that
absorb visible and near-UV radiation.
The shape of a d d absorption hand also reveals the orbital promotional nature of the associated transition. Spectra
of co&lexes of trivalent chromium readily reveal that d
o tran~i~im
l bs ~ 3t w &wri:~ttdwill) d 8 i t ; i I prcmotio~isr':I2
I'I'.. I .III ertrrm<lvIm.:~d.irherra.. I h m t . aiaosiated wit h
trans&ns that only involve changes in pairing energy (4A29
2E,) are relatively sharp. Since A" determines energies of
the firmer and n o t t h e latter, one readily predicts that the
position of a hand associated with an orbital promotion of an
electron in any complex whatever will he a sensitive function
of the field strenah, i.e., the nature of the coordinated ligands,
hut those arisini" from transitions not involvin~
- An.will be
relatively insensitive to the nature of the inner coordination
sphere. Thus, from the study of the spectra of a series of
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closely related complexes of a given metal ion, one can often
deduce the configurations and multiplicities of the associated
excited states.
d
Usually absorption spectra of complexes reveal d
transitions that occur without a chanee in multi~licitv,
. " such
as 4A2K 4T2g. Spin-forbidden ones are often too weak to
identify reliably by absorption methods, however. (The 4A2g
2E, transition of Cr?+ is an outstanding exception.)
Nonetheless, multiplicity forbidden transitions can be easily
seen in many complexes if emission techniques are employed
(vide infra).
The intense colors manifested by complexes or complex
ions, especially those of metals in their lower valence states,
such as Fe(II), Ru(II), Os(lI), Ir(III), with n-conjugated lieands are dramatic evidence of the occurrence of absorption
bands that are neither d d nor n n* in character. spectra
eenerallv reveal broad hands spanninz hundreds of nanome-
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n* prim&ons that are responsible for these CT bands can
produce hoth'singlet (paired spins) or triplet (unpaired spins),
hoth 'dn* and 3dn* states are predicted. Both types have
been seen (7). For light metals of the first transition series only
the spin-allowed C T bands are readily accessible by ahsorption measurements, since they have reasonably high intensities ( e lo3 or lo4).The bands also show pronounced solvent
effects, especially of those complexes that are unsymmetrical
and possess a static dipole moment in the ground state. The
CT bands can shift dramatically. An example is [Rn(bpy)2(C204)]whise color in water is yellow but which becomes pink
in acetonitrile just due to the dramatic solvent shifts of the
visible CT bands 18).
Identifying spin-forbidden transitions by absorption
spectra is difficult Tor complexes of the 3d elements because
the hands are generally too weak for reliable measurement.
In the absorption,spectra of complexes of the second and third
transition series the spin-forbidden transitions become more
allowed through the stronger interaction of the electron spin
with its orbital motion through spin-orbit coupling. Spinforbidden transitions acauire intensitv bv this mechanism and
the corresponding hands begin to "show up clearly in the
s ~ e c t r a(9).
Examples of CT transitions that have been studied by absorotion s~ectroscowvare the numerous com~lexesof Ru(II)
a n i O S ( I I with
~
bidkitate N-heterocyclic ligands. In Figures

-

--

a*
molecules are unddnhtedly due to spin-allowed d
transitions since they are too low in energy to b e d d bands
and possess too much structure. It is also very improbable that
n* hands hoth because of their low energy
they can be n
..
and also becabse the known n
n * singlet-singlet transitions
of the bpy ligand are much higher in energy and the n - a *
singlet-triplet transitions are far too weak to he seen a t these
n* transitions of
concentrations. Comparison of these d
[ R ~ ( b p y ) ~ ]and
"
[Os(phen)3]2+ reveals not only that the
Os(I1) CT bands are red-shifted with respect to those of Ru(I1)
but that the long red tail of the Ru(1I) hands is replaced by
definite bands in the Os(1I) molecule. These latter hands are
assigned as spin forbidden transitions to Wn* levels of the
complex.
n * transitions in complexes
The occurrence of C T or d
a t low energies is expected whenever the ligand system contains appropriate acceptor orbitals, such as the n* orbitals on
bipyridine, and the central ion is in a low oxidation state. T o
assign the excited states responsible for the bands to 'dn* or
3dn* states requires information on intensities, solvent shift
results, comparisons of analogous species [such as those of
Ru(II) and Os(II)], and semiquantitative deductions from
simple theoretical models. It is important to make these as-

-

signments, however, since CT bands often dominate the
visible region of the spectrum, and thus the d n * excited states
are those initially reached during the primary act of light
absorption after which the photochemically important processes occur in sequence. It is clear from the above discussion
that absorption spectroscopy is a powerful tool for investigating the excited state.
Emission Spectroscopy. Whenever a complex emits light
after vhotoexcitation, a whole new set of exverimental
methods becomes available to classify those excited states of
the molecule involved in the luminescence Drocess and to
quantify their properties. Moreover, emission of light in
competition with other uathwavs for deexcitation. includine

-

-

-

mechanistic processes in solution can be inferred from monitoring the emitted light.
Not all complexes are luminescent even when dispersed in
rigid glasses a t low temperatures, the most propitious condition for observing luminescence. Fortunately, however, many
important complexes do emit light and thus powerful spectroscopic tools can be used to elucidate the natures of their
excited states. Photochemical reactions involve predominantly the lowest excited states of molecules. These lowest
excited states are also the ones responsible for emission. Thus,
the emitted light carries information about competing photochemical processes.
From what state(s) does the luminescence from a molecule
occur? For organic molecules we have the rule first enunciated
by Kasha: The emitting level of a given multiplicity is the
lowest excited level of that multiplicity (10). This generalization, inferred from studies on a host of organic molecules,
applies to molecules in condensed phases, i.e., in solution or
rigid glasses. Since organics usually have non-degenerate orbitals and singlet ground states, the available excited states
are either singlet or triplet. Thus, emission is usually observed
to originate from the lowest singlet state (fluorescence) or from
the lowest triplet (phosphorescence). Studies of the emission
spectra of potential ligands can, in conjunction with measurements of their absomtion soectra. locate these two lowest
is coordinated to the metal ion. ~ h kwe, know where these
excited states are in the complex even though they may not
he directly observable.
For interpretingemission spectra of complexes one is guided
by another rule: I n the absence of photochemirtry from upper
excited states, emission from a transition metal complex with
a n unfilled d-shell willoccur from the lowest electronic excited state in the molecule or from those states that can
tells us that an emissive complex is one thatpossesses a large
energy
gap
.~
. between its lowest excited state and the ground
state; otherwise, it would degrade its energy rapidly-to any
lower levels and not produce light. Conversely, to design inorganic complexes that will be photoluminescent we search
for systems in which a large energy gap will occur between the
ground state and the lowest excited configuration. Reference
to Figure 4 above shows immediately why dQtrong-field
complexes are often luminescent substances. One sees that
an excited state can only be achieved through electron promotion. Thus, [Co(CN)e]3- (Case B) is luminescent: it emits
light from the lowest 3Ty level that is derived from the
( t ~ , ) ~ ( e , )configuration.
'
[Rn(bpy)3j2+(Case C) and its analogs are also luminescent. The emission occurs from 3dn*
levels that are associated with a (t9,)5ia*)1
confieuration.
.*
Finally, [ R h ( b ~ y ) s ! ~(Case
+
A) and its analogs are also luminescent. They exh~bitphosphorescence that emanates from
~
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the lowest 3 a n * state derived from a one-electron ( a ?is)
promotion. Since this 3 a a * state is ligand localized, the
emission from the complex resembles closely that seen from
the free ligand. Because emission from a complex occurs from
the lowest excited stateki.
, ., the emittine levels are usuallv
triplets, a t least in dfistrong-field complexes.
From detailed analyses of the emissions from numerous d6
strong-field complexes of Co(IIl), Ru(II),Os(II),Rh(III), and
Ir(III), criteria have been developed that allow one to classify
the lowest excited (emitting) states of complexes. The criteria
have been formulated for experiments carried out a t the
convenient temperature of 77 K (12).
~

~

1) 3dd Excited States. The emission is broad and structureless. It is relatively matrix-independent but is rarely
observed in fluid solution. After flash excitation the
mean decay time a t 77 K ranges from 10-500 ps and is
strongly temperature dependent. The quantum yield
is generally quite low, hut the yield can be improved
considerably by removing high frequency vibrations
from the coordination sphere. This can be accomplished
by perdeuteration of the ligands and by dissolving the
perdeuterated complexes in perdeuterated glasses
(13).
2) 3da* Excited States. The emission is intense and highly
structured. Often a single vibrational progression
dominates the band. Frequently, the luminescence is
observable a t room temperature in a rigid matrix and
sometimes in fluid solution. Measured decay times are
in the range of 1-10 ps a t 77 K. The quantum yield of
luminescence is high, often exceeding 10%. When the
comolex is unsvmmetrical and uossesses a static d i ~ o l e
moment, the energy of the emisiion hand can he shifted
markedly by changing the polarity of the medium.
"a* Exccted States An emission spectrum originating
from a 3 a r * state is usually highly structured. It resembles the corresponding "a* emission that can
usuallv be observed from the uncoordinated ligand
underthe same conditions. Normally the emission red
em-') upon complexation. At 77 K the
shifted
decay of "n* emissiois from complexes after flash excitation is in the millisecond range. This is considerably
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shorter (a factor of -10'" than the decay time for the
emission from the same level in the uncoordinated ligand. The energy of the emission is not highly solvent
dependent.
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It is important to stress that the models constructed above
are generalizations inferred from many experimental studies,
hut these principles can now he applied in very practical ways.
For instance, using arguments based on ligand field theory
(strong or weak ligands) and chemical information (redox
potentials) one can design complexes to possess prescribed
lowest excited states (14).Since these lowest excited states
usually control the photochemical properties of the complexes,
one has the distinct opportunity to design materials with
specific photochemical reactivities. If one can synthesize
molecules to possess specific reactivity channels, then the way
becomes open to design photocatalysts, high energy compounds, and new electrooptical materials. The connections
with solar energy conversion problems are obvious ( 5 ) .
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